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 If you haven’t introduced your students to Readers’ Theater, now is 
a great time to start! Opportunities for public speaking build confidence 
and Readers’ Theater offers students the security of retaining their scripts 
throughout the performance. It’s an excellent way for kids to comfortably 
enter the world of theater. Working together also promotes cooperation 
and a sense of community in the classroom.
 Hair Today, Gone Tomorrow presents an updated version of a well-
known fairy tale. The script can be used for traditional Readers’ Theater, 
Adapted Readers’ Theater—which includes makeup, costumes, and 
scenery—or even puppetry. 
 A play makes a great family night program with a guaranteed 
audience. Parents, grandparents, and other relatives love to see their kids 
perform! This script includes suggestions for involving as many children 
as possible in the production.
 

        Enjoy!
        Nancy K. Wallace

A Note from the Author



 This play has four main speaking parts and two minor ones with 
a range of reading levels. The school hallway scene also uses multiple 
students in non-speaking roles. The speaking parts are listed here in 
descending order of difficulty. The reading level is the ATOS level based on 
the character’s speaking parts and stage direction. 

Student 1 - Reading Level:  6.1 
Student 2 - Reading Level: 5.4
These parts can be played by boys or girls. Their remarks should be 
intentionally rude and unkind.

Bartholomew, the Page - Reading Level: 4.6
Bartholomew tries very hard to do the right thing but always seems 
to choose the wrong pillow for Rapunzel’s braids. The queen is never 
satisfied with him. Choose someone who can play this part with a 
humorous twist and endear himself to the audience.

Rapunzel - Reading Level: 
3.6
Rapunzel just wants to 
be a normal student at 
school but her hair and 
her heritage make it very 
difficult. She is frustrated 
by always having to be 
different. A student who 
can elicit the audience’s 
sympathy will be perfect in 
this role. 

Character Reading Levels



Queen - Reading Level: 3.6
The queen follows tradition just because she always has. By the end of the play 
she questions the wisdom of maintaining old fashioned rules, too. A student with 
lots of self-confidence could play this part perfectly.

Meg - Reading Level: 2.7 
Meg is a great friend! She not only appreciates Rapunzel’s frustration but she 
comes up with a plan to help her. Meg should be bouncy, fun, and lovable! 

Additional Students for School Hallway Scene
This is a great place to include lots of kids who might like an acting but non-
speaking part. School hallways are generally crowded. Students can be in small 
groups whispering softly, walking past with backpacks or pretending to stow 
books in fake lockers.

Announcer - Reading Level: 0
It is helpful to have an announcer who introduces the title of the play and each scene 
change. This student can carry cardstock signs with the scene numbers and titles. 
The announcer needs to check with the stage crew to make sure the set is ready 
before he announces each scene and the curtains open. 

 



At a Readers’ Theater production, the performers sit on stools at the front 
of the room.  But, an Adapted Readers’ Theater production or a full play 
requires some sets and props. 

Readers’ Theater 
If you are producing a straight Readers’ Theater, you can do this simply by 

providing stools, cardboard name tags for each character, and scripts. 
Inexpensive natural wooden bar stools available at many home 

improvement and department stores make excellent Readers’ Theater stools. 
If your budget won’t stretch to purchase them, use chairs instead. The 
performers can also stand to deliver their lines.

Adapted Readers’ Theater
Adapted Readers’ Theater productions can be as involved as you would like 

them to be. Here are a few options to enhance your production:

Make-up and Costumes
This play offers a wonderful opportunity to use stage makeup to create 

drama. There are several books that offer step-by-step instructions. We have 
included some below! By incorporating makeup into your lesson plans in the 
weeks before the play, students could master the techniques before opening 
night and produce some spectacular results! 

Chris Caudron and Caro Childs. The Usborne Book of Face Painting. 
London: Usborne Publishing, 2007.

Klutz editors. Face Painting. New York: Klutz, 2012.
Brian Wolfe and Nick Wolfe. Fun Face Painting Ideas for Kids. New York: 

Impact Books, 2013. 

Production Tips



For costumes, students can wear their own fancy clothes. You can get 
the costume designers and actors involved making their own accessories 
that were described in the book. Provide the materials below and let 
them get creative!

Sets & Props

Scene 1 is in a castle.  Paint bricks on large pieces of cardboard for the 
inside of the castle walls or buy plastic stone walls by the roll from online 
suppliers. 

A large cardboard box painted like stone with a cutout in the front 
makes a very believable fireplace. Once it is filled with real logs, tiny 
orange LED lights will look just like embers! A banner for over the 
fireplace can be made of felt or paper with large letters that say “The 
Kingdom of Happily Ever After.” 

Scene 2 is in a school. The cardboard lockers for the school scene 
could be placed in front of the stone wall to save time moving scenery. 
Make posters to hang on the walls and paint lockers on large sheets of 
cardboard.  

yellow felt 
red felt  
pink felt   
brown felt 
cardboard 

construction paper
buttons
yarn
scissors
glue

paper
crayons



Scenes 3 & 4 are in Rapunzel’s bedroom. The stone walls can be used again in 
Rapunzel’s bedroom and as a backdrop for the final scene in the castle garden. If 
borrowing and setting up a bed for Rapunzel’s bedroom isn’t possible, make a bed by 
placing two chairs facing each other for the headboard and footboard and put two 
planks of wood in between. Cover everything with a quilt and put a pillow at the 
head of the bed.

The most important prop is Rapunzel’s cone hat with her 14 foot braids. The 
braiding is a time-consuming project, but once it’s done, the results are well worth 
the work! You will need almost double the final length of yarn to accommodate the 
braiding. Two long tables placed together will help support the length of yarn you 
need. Use six to ten strands of yarn per section but treat them as one piece as you 
work. Tie off the ends tightly before you start and leave two long ends to attach each 
braid to the cone hat when you are finished. 

Cut a large sheet of cardstock or construction paper for the cone hat. Tape the 
seam with wide packing tape, inside and out. Coat the cone with tacky glue to 
adhere felt to the outside of the cardstock. Use a hole punch to punch a hole in each 
side of the hat to attach the braids. It is important that the braids are only tied by 
a single piece of yarn so that it is easy for Meg to cut the braids off during the play. 
This way the braids remain intact and can be used over and over again. Be sure to 
match the yarn color to the hair color of the actress playing Rapunzel.

The colors of Bartholomew’s pillows that are mentioned in the script are red, 
green, gold, and lavender. Feel free to change the colors to match pillows you already 
have or you can cover the same pillow with very simple pillow cases.

Lighting & Sound Effects

Several inexpensive clip-on flood 
lights will add professionalism to your 
stage even if it is just the front of your 
classroom. A handheld spotlight or 
flashlight could follow the primary 
speakers.

The stage crew can also participate 
during the performance by adding sound 
effects. The script calls for a loud crashing 
sound as Bartholomew tips over the 
plant. A sound effect could be played to 
make the sound. Provide a set of wooden 
claves or rhythm sticks for the sound 
effect crew to hit together to make the 



Once a schedule is set, emphasize how important it is for everyone to be 
at all the rehearsals. Even if students know their own parts they need to learn 
to interact with each other as a team. When one student misses a rehearsal it 
inconveniences the entire cast. 

Be sure to emphasize that everyone’s job is important. Whether you are a 
costume designer, an understudy, or a performer, the show can’t go on without 
you. 

During rehearsals performers should try to respond immediately to other 
cast members’ lines, eliminating any pauses between lines of dialogue.  It is 
always a good idea to have several understudies prepared to step in if one of the 
actors is unable to perform. 

Have the actors practice moving around with the scripts. Have them practice 
holding the script by one hand only, leaving the other hand free for acting. 
Right-handers hold a script with their left hand, left-handers with their right.

Once the Narrator says “the end” on performance night, have the announcer 
introduce both the cast and the production crew and let everyone take a bow.  
This first taste of fame can be intoxicating and a huge boost to self-esteem!

Performance Tips



Printable Props
Scissors
Paste the scissors 
page onto cardstock 
and cut both sides 
out. Then use a 
brad to attach the 
two sides.



Bartholomew’s Feather
Cut out the feather and cut 
barbs to make feather more 
realistic. Attach to hat.

Printable Props (continued)
Rapunzel’s Crown
Paste on cardstock and cut 
out. Then attach crown to a 
headband or a Popsicle stick.
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Here are some other great resources about Readers’ Theater:

Aaron Shepard’s Readers’ Theater Guides
http://aaronshep.com/rt/

Conducting Readers’ Theater Resources 
http://www.readingonline.org/electronic/carrick/

The NWT Literacy Coucil’s Readers’ Theater How To
http://www.nald.ca/library/learning/howtokit/theatre/theatre.pdf

Readers’ Theater Scripts from Pinellas County Schools
http://it.pinellas.k12.fl.us/Teachers3/gurianb/ReadersTheater.html

Additional Resources


